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I.

INTRODUCTORY.

(1) Geizeral.
"Species are but judgments--judgment,s of variable value and
often very fallible judgments" says Asa Gray, and certainly no genus
would seem to bear more eloquent testimony to the apparent truth of
the dictum than Tephrosia. Generation after generation of entomologists have used certain of its members as a kind of battleground upon
which to conduct their wordy warfare as to what constitutes a speciea
However, it must be assumed that all of its membel~ have formed such
acute subjects for controversy; everyone, no matter whether his tendencies were to "lump" or to "split," has ever ventured to refuse specific
rank to "lbphrosia luridata (extersaria) and T. consonaria, for their
position is unassailable. Far different ~ is it with Tephrosia crepusc~laria and T. bistortata. Some have maintained that the two represented,
at best, races of the same species, whilst othem have just as stoutly
insisted that they were specifically distinct. And strangely enough,
although the holdem of identical views did not necessarily agree
amongst themselves in the reasons for the faith that was in them,
each of the contending factions could only see its side of the shield, and
so the battle continued. Neither side would give way, and therefore on
everyoccasion that the question was raised it ended with naattel~ practically in their original position.
To me the whole matter seems to hinge on the validity of Gray's
definition of a specie~ Most of the disputants, alt!lough probably not
aware that Gray had ever used the phrase, ~u'gued as if it were perfectly
I The s~me applies to certain American specios of the Tcpl, rosbt, blstortata group.
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true ; but, speaking for myself, aud ~ the outcome of a prolonged study
of the relationships existing between various critical species in the
Lepidoptera, as well as in other groups, I am not prepared to grant its
truth. Either a species is ~m entity or it is not; either tangible strucrural and other thndamental characters--physiological or otherwise-enabling one to differentiate allied forms fl'om one another, exist or they
do not. If they do not, then no amount of " j u d g m e n t " would separate
the forms in question so completely that one would regard them as
more than local races or ph~es of the same species. For example, even
if not so s~riking as those by which we distinguish Piel~s ~lapi and
P. brassicae, the difference between the two Small Whites, P. napi and
P. rapae is absolute; " j u d g m e n t " cannot affect their status in the
slightest.
(2) Tlu~specific d~lT"erentiationof Tephrosia (Ectropis) bistortata a~d
T. crepuscutaria.
All of this is very pertinent to the case Of Tephrosia bistortata and
T. crepuscula~ia. Undoubtedly, to the untrained mind, they would
appear to afford excellent material upon which to exercise one's judgment, so closely do they approximate in their superficial characters.
The obvious differences--their depth of colour, time of emergence, their
univoltine or bivoltine nature, which to the student are quite valueless
because possibly (and for the most part actually) based on meteorological factors--seem to attract the c,~sual worker like a magnet; upon
them he must found his arguments. However, if one probes a little
further into the matter than the mere consideration of a row or two of
dried imagines in a cabinet with the dat~ on the accompanying labels,
one finds that definite structural and physiological differences manifest
themselves. Although the divergences are not great, the genitalia in
both sexes present significant differences, as will be seen fi'om the
figures (Figs. 1 and 2). In particular, attention is drawn to that
strange and apparently meaningless dissimilarity in the knobs on the
hairs of the crist~e of the male apparatus (Fig. 3). Constant differences
in colour and pattern, occurring throughout the common range of the
two, are recognisable; the larval markings differ in design; so, too, the
bright green ova of T. crepuscularia are always markedly distinct in
cubical content and shape fl'om the yellower ones of the related T. bis-

tortata.
Furthermore, the geographical ranges of the two insects do not
coincide; T. bistortata is Holarctic whereas T. crepttscularia does not
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straggle beyond the Palaearctic area. Both, therefore, as we may
glean, occur in Europe and Asia but, despite this, must not be regarded
as having colonised precisely the same territory within these continents.
'1'. bistortata is much the hardier and more adaptive insect, and therefore
manages to maintain itself in much more northerly stations than its
congener.

Fig. 1. Genitalia of Tcphrosia crcp~sc~daria.
A = V a l w e , etc. ; B=~Edceagus ; C = S i ~ n u m of female bursa copulatrlx

Agah~, when they do occupy the same ground, they vary along
different lines, and each produces its own local races. For hlstance, in
North Durham T. bisto~'tat~ is of the heavily barred Scottish form whilst
T. creln~,scuh~ria is of the pale southern English type; yet in South
Durham and in the adjoining Cleveland District of Yorkshire the
former remains much the same whilst all the examples of the ]allter I
have seen appertained re, the mclanic wtriety delamere~sis B. White.
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Fig. 2. Genitalia of T. bistortot~l.
A = Male valvae, etc. ; S =.,Edeoagus ; C = S i g n u m of female bursa copulatrix.

Fig. 3. Heads of eristae hairs.

C=Cup-shaped heads of those of T. crcpltscularia ;
B= Disc-shaped heads of those of T. bistortat~l.
W h a t is still more important, although the forms are reciprocally
fertile, when the two possible crosses are made the com'positions of the
resulting broods are not alike. W h e n "1'. b i s t o r t a t a provides the male
the sexes appear in their usual proportions, b u t when ~: crep~lscula~ia
supplies t h a t sex the broods are unisexual and male under ordinary
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conditions. These facts hold good no matter whence the stocks employed
are derived.
Then, too, enormous displacements ~, amounting to several months,
are visible in the time of emergence of these hybrid moths ; and, what
is s~ill more remarkable, the acceleration displayed by the female
hybrids is emphatically greater t,han that of the male, so ~hat instead
of the males appearing first the females do so, and may anticipate the
opposite sex by several weeks.
Time, mnongst other changes, brings mellowness, mad now, tacitly,
without the renewal of strife, but actually de~ennined by the facts just
outlined and by the process of attrition, the two have attained an impregnable position as l~ar as their specific rank is concerned.
(3) Melanism in the two species.
Each species, then, as I have said, varies along its own line, but
each, in spite of this, like every other species of Tephrosit~ and of the
related genus Boarmic~, produces its own peculiar melanic form or
forms, that of "1. bistortata being known as variety passetii, and being
readily distinguishable fl'om the corresponding form of T. crepuscularia
to ~vhich the name delamerensis is customarily applied. And whenever
these melanic varieties have developed in stations where the species
overlap they have arisen independently and at widely different thnes;
although Sir J. T. D. Llewelyn 2 observed the black variety of "1. bistortata in South Wales in 1866 it was not until the early " e i g h t i e s "
that he captured the parallel but characteristically different melanic
form of T. crel)~escularia. Not only are these differences perceptible in
the time of origin but noteworthy disagreements also exist in the headquarters of the melanic forms of each. In 21. bistortata melanism seems
to reach its greatest intensity in South Wales although I myself have
captured odd specimens of melanochroic tendencies in the larch woods
on Wilton Moor, 389 miles from Middlesbrough. On the other hand, the
melanie varieties of T. crepuscularia occur with more or less regularity
in all of the great industrial areas between, and including, South Wales
and South Durham.
At this point it is proper to note that, whilst undeniably displaying
some degree of fluctuating variation within their own limits, of the same
a Such disturbt,nces are not unusual in hybrid Lepidopterttbnt generally, whenever
the sexes arc affectednnequally,except in this case, it is the mMc glintexhibits the greater
displacement.
"~:Barrett, Entomologist's Monthly Magazh~e, Vol. xxxI. p. 199.
Journ. of Gem x
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order as that seen in the allied Boar~ia eonsovtaria, the melanic forms
of both insects are sharply discontinuous fi'om the types.

(4) Object of the expe~'ime~ts.
With the enumeration of' these facts we are brought to the stage
when the exact purpose for which the present research was undertaken
may be revealed. In all of my previous work on the genera Nyss~ia,
Lycia, Poecilopsis, Em, omos, Drepana and Platysamia it has inw~riably
happened that, when dealing with interspecific and interr~cial crosses,
the phenomenon of blending inheritance was encountered, and when the
hybrids proved fertile there was a persistence of the blend in the F~
and subsequent generations. On the contrary, in intmspecific crosses
between ~berrant or mut~tional forms and the type of any species
ordimu'y Mendelian behaviour has been displayed. Naturally enough,
therefore, in my mind, as in othel~, the thought has been engendered
that~ the former' type of inheritance ,night be typical of crosses between
species, and that the latter was equally proper to crosses between discontinuous varieties of the same species.
In the material discussed above we have an excellent opportunity of
putting these views to the test. We have two species, e~ch with its own
peculiar melanic form, which are not only fertile when cross-paired but
yield progeny likewise fertile, either when mated h~ter se or when backcrossed with either parent species; and this ibrtility of the hybrid
generations continues as long as their inbreeding is continued. By the
introduction of melanism into crosses involving only one species, as well
as into crosses between Tepl, rosia bistortata and T. erepuseula~-ia, we
can see whether its behaviour during crossing in these species supports
our opinion or not. The exact question propounded ibr solution then
becomes: Is the inheritance of melanism in both cases on typically
Mendelian lines, or is it in the one case Mendelian and in the other
blending ?
(5) Obsemations concer~h~g the material and tech~dq~ee.
Partly to render the experiment more manageable by restricting the
number of broods, and partly owing to the uncertainty of securing
regular supplies of ova of T. bistortata var. passetii, it was determin,ed
to introduce the melanism solely by means of the species T. cmp~escula~'ia, and to do this insects almost pure black in tone, save for the white
subterminal band, derived fl'om pure breeding stock, were employed.
Strictly, of com~e, to be in accord with modern nomenclature this
variety ought to be regarded as belonging to vat. nigra Thierry-Mieg.
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Practically, as the form is looked upon merely as a fluctuation of
var. delamerensis, and would be called by that name by all British
lepidopterists, and, furt,her, as this popular conception of the insect,
when viewed in the light of genetical fact is certainly sound, it will
be the uniform practice throughout this paper to refer to the insect
by the latter (an(] prior) n~me. Thus the use of redundant names with
which modern entomological literature is so congested will be avoided.
For ova of T. crepuscMaria type I have mainly relied on my fl'iend
Mr Goodwin of Wateringbury, Kent, save in the rare instances when I
obtained typical females fi'om Cheshire and Buckinghamshire; on the
contrary, my ova of the melanic variety were derived fi'om various
sources, Birmingham, Sutton Coldfield, Delamere Forest, Wakefield,
Doncaster and York, all having contributed their quota vid different
fi'iends. Similarly, Mr Goodwin has always been good enough to provide me wi~h ova of ordinary double-brooded 1: bistortata, whilst I
myself have captured the females which supplied ova of the singlebrooded race, peculiar to northern and subalpine habitats, in larch
woods in the Cleveland District of Yorkshire, and in North Durham.
Nevertheless, except casually, the offspring of only three melanic
females has been utilised in the progress of this work. Two of these
females proved, fi'om the nature and genetical behaviour of their
progeny, to have been homozygous, and the third heterozygous, for
melanism.
Almost at their inception the experiments seemed doomed to failure,
so difficult did it appear to rear Tephros~ia crepuscularia of either form~;
with exasperating uniformity the larvae either contracted some disease
or the resulting pupae were few in numbers and dwarfed in size. Moreover, no amount of care and cleanliness seemed capable of removing the
obstacle which at first was considered to depend on the long drawn-out
larval period. Since, however, the single-brooded race of T. bistortata
lived an equally protracted length of time in that stage and betrayed
no such constitutional weakness, this possible cause was ruled out of
court. Juggling with various food-plants was then attempted to
neutralise the defect but Salix caprea, S. aurita, S. fragilis, S. alba,
Q~rcus pedunculata, Betula alba and Crataegus oxyacantha were all
quite ineffective, and even in one case, Salix alba, appeared to increase
1 I n view of the experience of myself and others with the superior vigour of melanic
varieties of Tephrosia consonaria, Boarmia cousortaria, Opor~abia dilutata, and O. autum~lata it is advisable to state here that, if any difference was perceptible in tlle two varieties
of T. crepuscularia, the type form wau the more robust ; at any rate, I always seemed to
rear larger broods and more viffern'm imagines from type stocks.
5--2
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the mortality rate. Still it was finally by manipulating the /hod plant
that success was obtained. Once, after removing the larvae from the
airtight tin boxes in which they passed their first (and occasionally their
second) instars on a hawthorn diet, influenced no doubt by the inconga'uity of the name " bistortat~t" tbr an insect which prefers Larix
dechluct and Bettda alba and also by the fact that odd larwm placed on
Cyclamen persicum tln'ived amain, I placed various bal~ches on Polygowltm ~ avicldare, PrimMa) accudis and Prhnula aurictda. In all three
cases the larvae did splendidly, but as Polygonttm ~tviculare was the
easiest plant to obtain in quantity it was subsequently always utilised in
experiments with Tephrosia ; no matter whether T. bistortata, '1. crepusoularia, or any of their multitudinous hybrids~ are being reared I always
commence them on Cr~l,taegus and finish on Polygonum avictdare.
Further trouble developed when cross-pairing w~us to be attempted,
as a very effective barrier to its occurrence was encountered in the
difference in time of appearance of the two species; i'. bistortata
(double-brooded) emerges in March and April, whilst i'. crepusc~daria
(single-brooded) is on the wing in May and June. Fortunately enough,
to counteract this turned out to be an easy m a t t e r ; all that proved
necessary was the removal of T. crelmscularia pupae (wintered outside)
to an unwarmed room in late February until the emergence of the
fil,~t imago. As soon as that took place the T. blstortata cages had to
be brought alongside them. Then that species commenced to come out
at once since, like many other Spring Lepidoi)tera, they await the
stimulus of rising Spring temperatures as fully tbrmed imagines within
the pupal shell for considerable i)eriods betbre their escape; thus no
delay is occasioned during histolysis and histogenesis.
Cross-pairing the resulting moths was an easy m a t t e r ; mere confinement of the opposite sexes in small muslin cages tbr one evening
snfflced to secure its success. However, one's difficulties did not end
with successful matings. I f the fertile females were not provided with
roughened narrow crevices into which to thrust their ovipositors other
sources of trouble cropped up. OviposiCion in this pair of species
apparently occurs in resI)onse to the stimulus of what Loeb would call a
stereotropism. Hence, to ensure an abunchmce of ow~, the cages must
be provided with pieces of bark, crushed tissue paper, and the like.
Even then failm'e is certain if the cages are not handled ~us little as
I T h e g e n e r a Primula a n d Cyclamc~ b e l o n g , of c o u r s e , to t h e s a m e N a t u r a l O r d e r
l~rim.hwcae, and iJolygomtm aviculare and Pol'!/yonum bi~'torta ll,re o b v i o u s l y b o t h m e m b e r s
of t h e o r d e r Pohzqonaceae.
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possible; the females, especially those o f T . bistortata, are extremely
delicate. On the slightest provocation they develop a ldnd of paralysis
in the legs which effectively prevents their oviposition, and speedily ends
with their death. In my work all these obstacles were surmounted and
fertile ova, laid in fluffy masses in various nooks and crannies, duly
obtained.
II.

THE,INHERITANCE OF MELANISM WITHIN THE LIMVI',S OF THE
SPECIES TEPItROS1A OI~EPUSOULAI~I.,I.

To render the experiments as comwehensive ~ possible two sets
were initiated. In both the melanism was brought int~ the crosses by
means of ~ Midland insect ; on the other hand, in one instance, the type
insects caged up were fi'om Kent, and in the other case extracted nonmehmic moths chosen fi'om the proge ,y (1) of a mehmic female captured
near Birmingham and (2) of a wild type female from Delamere were
employed. The main purpose fulfilled in carrying out the work in this
duplicate form was to determine whether the ordinary Northern and
Midland form of Y'. crepusoularia which, in spite of its slightly dm'ker
and more blurred appearance, one refers to the type and assumes to be
genetically equivalent to it, behaved as if it were so.
(1) The crossing of SoutheT~ types with Northern ~nelanics.
From a couple of black Yorkshire females broods were reared which
resembled the parents, in spite of slight fluctuating variation, very
closely in colour. As they appeared they were transferred to sepm'ate
cages and allowed to pair indiscriminately. Ova were obtained in due
course, and from the various batches an equally random selection of
two hundred ova, derived fi'om each of the original femMes, was made.
As before, imagines from both batches were successfully reared; since
none of them showed any signs of departure beyond the limits of fluctuation of the parental and grandparental form, it was patent that both
broods as well as their grandparents were homozygous for melanism,
and that in each instance the original female had paired in nature wi~h
a similarly homozygous male.
Representatives of these were then mated with pale Kentish crepuscularia, and broods summarised in Table I bred.
Obviously, fi'om these figures we were justified in our assumption
that families A and B were homozygous for melanism, and, secondly, it
is manifest that in this species melanism is dominant. However, it
must be noted thaC some slight degree of fluctuating vm'ia~ion was
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TA BLE 1.
Melanic x Type ( M M x ,ram).
Melanlcs

Family

Parentage

Males

Females

Totals

~ Males

24
25
18
14

17
23
22
18

41
48
40
32

--.
.

D

f~Cx d'A*

E

9A

1,'

96'x

G

9 B x ~6'

x

d6'
d"B

Actually reared
Theoretical result

...
...

Types
--~'~-----~.
Females
Totals
--.
.

.
.

--.
.

161
161

0
0

Percentage
Melanlc
100
100
100
100
100
100

* d~ A s i m p l y m e a n s t h a t t h e i n s e c k l n q u e s t i o n w ~ s c h o s e n f r o m f a m i l y A o r i t s i n b r e d
offsl)rl ng.

visible in the 1~', broods for certain insects were paJer than their melanie
parent. Despite this all were undoubted melanics, and none attained,
much less ovel"stepped, the range of continuous variation amongst mclanic insec~ ~aken in the woods whence the melanic stocks were secured.
These heterozygous nlehmic insects were paired inter se, back on
homozygous melanics derived fi'om a pairing between representatives
of the black st~cks A and B, and also with imagines bred from a fi'esh
wild female (fanlily H ) fi'om Kent. Thus the whole of the pairings
possible at this stage ~md required in our quest were obtained with
results set out in tabular form in Tables II and III.
TABLE II.
Ifeterozyyozts Melanic x Heterozygous Melanic (~l/m x Mm).
Melanlcs

Types

Family

Parentags

Males

Females

Totals

Males

Fenmles

Totals

I
J
K
L
M

!~Dx ~D
~ ? E x c~E
~ 1 , ' • c~1,"
~Gx 3'G
9Dx d'E

9
13
20
6
23

11
10
18
8
28

20
23
38
14
51

~
5
4
2
9

6
3
6
2
7

9
8
10
4
16

Actually reared
Theoretical result

...
...

146
144"75

47
48"25

Percentage
Melanle
-----75"5
75

This result gives us, within the limits of experimental error, the
expected 3 : 1 ratio and confirms our views as to the dominance of
mclanism and the gcnctical constitution of the individuals in the F~
generation of the cross between pure melanics and pure types.
Here again the theoretical expectation harmonises with actual fact,
for the cross between homozygous metanics on the one side, and similar
heterozygotes on the other, should yield only melanics.
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TABLE III.
tIomozygous l][danic • Heterozygous Melanic (Mill • Mm).
bIekullcs

Types

Family

ParEntagE

]~lales

FEmales

~
Totals

N
O
P

!~Dx ~a
~a x 5'E
~a x ~E
~ a x 4~E

11
18
20
8

13
23
18
7

24
41
38
15

Q

Actually reared
Theoretical result

...
...

~,Iales
.
.
.
--

FEmalEs
.
.
.

.
.
.

Totals

Percentage
Melaute

.
.
.
--

100
100
100
100

--

118
118

0
0

100
100

The outcome of matings between typical homozygotes and melanic
heterozygotes appears in the following table:
TABLE IV.
Heterozygous Melanic x Homozygous Type (Mmx ram).
~,Iales

Melanics
~
FEmalEs

Totals

~
Males

FEmalEs

Totals

PErcentagE
Melanle

14
6
8
"15

10
10
13
19

24
16
21
34

13
7
12
13

8
6
10
16

21
13
22
29

-----

85
90

52"8
50

Family
R
S
T
U

Parenh~ge
~ 1,: x w i l d d'
9 F x w i l d (~
w i l d 9 x ~ I,'
9 G x wild ~

Actually reared
Theoretical result

...
...

TypEs

95
90

Once more the inheritance is on lines one would have anticipated
in broods proceeding from pairings between a homozygous recessive
type and a heterozygous melanic when the melanism in T. crepuscu, laria
behaved as a simple Mendelian dominant.
Only two possible pairings remain for treatment, and those are
between homozygous black females and males of similar constitution
and the parallel matings when the insects concerned are types.
TABLE V.
Homozygous Melanic • Homozygous Melanic (Ml][• MM).
Melanlcs
Family
A
B
A'
B'
ct

Parentage
Wild
Wild
Ex A
Ex B
A ' ~ x B ' :~

MalEs

FemalEs

7
15
11
18
16

11
16
14
20
13

Actually reared
Theoretical result

...
...

Totals
18
31
25
38
29
141
1,11

~
MalEs
------

Typea
~
Females

~
Totals

Percentage
Melantc

------

------

100
100
100
100
100

0
0

100
100
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Fol: convenience sake in tabulation, the broods in the latter case
fi'om extracted insec~,s :rod fi'om wild stock are recorded together whilst
in the ibrmer, as certain broods were lumped in obtaining the strain
with which the investig;~tions were begun, they are of necessity lumped
in the table.
TABLE VI.
Ho,,,ozygo~,s 7'upe • Ho,,,ozy~ous 'J',,gl~e(m,., • .,.,),
Melanics
Family

Parentage

Males

Females

Types
Totals

C

Wild

~

--

--

H

Wild

--

--

--

------

------

------

V
W
X

Y
Z

Wild
Wild
Extracted M
Extracted J
ExtractedK~

xS~

Actually reared
Theoretical result

...
...

Males

Fomales

24
36
4
8
13
9
17

Totals

19
32
6
7
9

8
16

0
0

43
68
10
15
22
17
33
'208
208

Pereontago
Melanle
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

After giving due weight to all of tile observations included in the
above six tables it must be concluded that, when typical insects fi'om
K e n t and melanic insects fi'om York provide the material for investigation, melanism forms a single unit character behaving in inheritance
in a strictly Mendelian manner.
(2) Similar experiments where the melanics and types were f r o m the
su,me or adjacent colonies.
As the details agree so closely with those outlined above, and lead
to precisely the same conclusion, the tabulated figures will be supplied
with a minimum of comment.
The broods with which these e•
commenced were obtained
fi'om a wild black female fi'om Birmingham and fi'om a type female ii'om
])elamere Forest. As the evidence fi'om t.he broods and fi'om their
subsequent behaviour proves almost conclusively that each resulted
fi'om parents one of which was a homozygous recessive and the other a
heterozygous melanie, they are placed together in the table.
TABLE

VII.

tleterozygous Melanic x ltomozygous Type ( Mm x ram).
Males

Melanies
~
Females

Totals

Males

Females

8
13

10
16

lS
29

7
15

6
13

Fau,ily
a
b

Parentage
Wildmelanie~(~
type?)
Wild typo ~ (~ melanie?)

Actually reared
......
Theoretical result

...

Types"

47
44

Percentage
Totals Melanle
13
28

-.--

41
d4

54 '4
50
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From pairings in which fiunilies a ttlld b took p~u't, Mong with others
utilised in the pl'eeedillg section of t~he Wol'k, broods were re~u'ed which
g,~ve statistics embodied in the following t~;~bles.
TABLE VIII.
Heterozygous Mdanic x Hetcrozffgous Afelanic (llfm
.,
Fmnlly

Parentage

Males

e
d
e
f

a9 x.d?
b~ xa~
b ~ x b 4'
b~ xb.~

2
10
6
19

bIelanlcs
~
Females
'3
7
15

Actually reared
Theoretical result

Totals

~
Males

5
18
13
34

8

...
...

x Mm).

Types
Females

Totals

0
3
2
6

2
5
4
14

--I

25
2'3'75

73'6
75

2
2
2
8

70
71'25

Percentage
Melanic

TABLE IX.
Ileterozyyous Melanic x Ho~ ,ozygous Type ( M m x ram).
Family
g
h
i

J

Parentage
a ~ x a 4'
a~ xbc~
b ~ x b~
bQ xa(~

Melanlce
~
~
Females
Totals

Males

6

9
3
13
11

3
16
8

Actually reared
Theorotlcal result

15
6
29
19
...
...

~
Males
7
6
17
5

Types
~
Females
6
2
14
8

Totals
13
8
31
13

69
67

65
67

Percentage
Melanic
----51'2
50

TABLE X.
Homozygous Melanic x tlelerozy,qous Melanic ( M M x Mm).
Family

Pa r e nta ge

k
1

B' 9 xb 3

?t
o

A ' ~ x a 6'
A'9 xac?
A ' 9 x b ~'
A ' ~ x b 6'

-Males
24
10
10
27
16

Melanics
~
Females
17
13
8
19
18

Actually reared
'J'heoretlcal result

.:.
...

Totals
41
23
18
46
34

-- Malei~
------

Types
~
Females

Totals

Percentage
Melanlc

------

------

100
100
100
100
100

162
162

0
0

100
100

TABLE XI.
Ilomozygous Melanic x Ilomozygous Type ( M M x ram).
Melanics

8
t

Parentage
B' ~ x b ~
B ' 9 x b c~
A ' ~ x b :~

v

b 9 xB'g'

Family

Males
14
9
21

Feelales
18
8
24

8

Actually reared
Theoretical result

3

...
...

Typos

Totals
32
17
45
11

105
105

~
Males
-----

Females
-----

~
Totals
-----

0
0

Percentage
Melanic
100
100
100
100
100
100
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TABLE XII.

tlomozy:/ous Type • llomozygous Type (ram • ram).
]~,Iclanics

Types

t){)l'contage
Family
p
q
r

Parentage
a ~ x a ,~
b ~ x b 6'
a ~ x b~

Males
----

Females
----

Actually reared
Theoretical result

Totals
----

...
..,

Males
14
29
25

Females
12
26
18

Totals
26
55
43

0
0

124
124

Melanle

0
0

The result of mating homozygous melanic insects together may be
seen by referring to Table V above, where it will be perceived that as
the outcome of such pairings nothing save melanic insects appeared.
Thus it seems that, no matter whether the type insects are obtained
from localities totally uncontaminated with melanism or fi'oln stations
where that is rampant, the result is the same; melanism in the species
Tephrosia creplescularia is inherited strictly in accordance with Mendelian expectation. From this we may draw the conclusion that, as
far as that character is concerned, typical insects from all soumes are
genotypically the same.
III. THE INHERITANCE
PU86'ULAl~IA
WITH

VAR.

OF

I~ELANISM

INTRODUCED

DELAI][EI~EN,~IS

WHEN

THAT

RY

TEPHROSIA

SPECIES

OI~E-

IS CROSSED

T. BI,~TORTATA.

As the source of the Tephrosia bistortata utilised in the expel~ments
I selected a Wateringbury brood (designated hereafter as Family I)
reared fi'om a wild female. Needless to say this brood 1 was, ,as far as
melanism was concerned, composed of homozygous receusives. Reciprocal crosses were made between insects of this origin and T. crepuscularia of the delamerensis form chosen fi'om the two broods labelled
B' and a above. As will be remembered, B' included only homozygous
melanies whereas " a " provided homozygous types as well as heterozygous melanics.
The following tables give concisely, as far as colour and sex are concerned, the indications of the original hybridisation experiments. Except
for the abnormal sex results set out in Table XIVA,which form the subject
of a subsequent paper, they call for little comment. They are in practical
agreement with Mendelian requirement although perhaps the proportion
1 Experimental

evidence exists

cularia m e h , . u i s m is d o m i n a n t .

to

the

cffcct t h a t

i n T. bistortala as i n T. crevus-
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TABLE XIII.

tlomozygou,~ Type bistort,~t,~ 9 • Homozygous Melanic c,'cpuscula,'i,x d'.
Metanlca
Family
II
III
IV

Parentage
I~ xB' 3

I~2

xll'c~

I ~ x B" c~

Males
56
45
61

Females
11
0
0

Actual result I
. . . . . . . . .
Expectation if iuheritance occm'red }
on a M e n d e l i a n b a s i s
...

~
Totals
67
45
61

~
Males
----

Types
~
Females
----

173
173

Totals
----

Percentage
Melanic
100
100
100

0
0

100
100

T A B L E X I V A.

tlomozygoua 7~pe blstortata 9 x Iteterozyyou.s Melauic crcpuscuhu'ia c~.
Family

Parentage

V

I~

VI

I (~ x b c~

•

Males

Melanlcs
~
Females

-" ~
Totals

Males

22
36

----

22
36

30
37

Actual result...
. . . . . . . . .
E x p e c t a t i o n if i n h e r i t a n c e o c c u r r e d }
on u Mendoliun tmsis
...

Types
"~------~
]r
Totals

Percentage
Melaific

--

30

--

37

--

--

58

67

46"4

62"5

62"5

50

T A B L E X I V ~.

JI~t~rozygous Melanic crepuscularb~ s • tlomozyyous Type bisto,-L,~t,~ d~.
Family
VII
VIII

Parentage
a9 xlc~
a ~,) x I ' 3 '

Melanics
~----------~--~
Males
Females
18
26

12
17

A c t u a l resnlL...
. . . . . . . . .
Expectation if inheritance took [
p l a c e on a M e n d e l i a n b a s i s
J

Totals
30
43

Tylms
~"----'~ ~
Males
Females
9
28

36
'37

73
91"5

Totals

Pel~catage
Mclauie

45
65
110
91'5

--39'7
50

of typical insects in the last two broods"- is SOlnewhat high. Curiously
enough, too, the percentage of types in both c,~ses is exactly 60%.
However, this excess is fn all probability correlated with the slightly
greater constitutional vigour possessed by the type forms tending to
their preferential survival.
The matter of the inverse relationship between sex and colour may
be connected to some extent with the same phenomenon, but, in face
of the corroborative evidence supplied by the two broods, not merely
I have had precisely the same resMt with two large broods
d u r i n g M a r c h a n d A p r i l 1920 f o r anot, h o r p u r p o s e .

of t h i s h y b r i d

reared

T h e s e x r a t i o {102 ? ? : 81 8" d' ) i n t h e c a s e of t h e s e b r o o d s is n o t , I t h i n k , s i g n i f i c a n t .
In a parallel
tuld 88 ~ g ,

cross between

t y p e crcpuscularia ~ a u d t y p e bistortata d' I o b t a i n e d 96 ? ?
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by the existence of the fact but by the al)proximation of the pcrcenrages of each sex and colour they display, the matter must be submitted
to fiH'ther investigation.
Returning now to the question of the inheritance of the melanism,
since the hybrids were perfectly fertile, rantings were made between
homozygous type malcs fi'om brood VII and females of the same sourcc
and form, as well as between hcterozygous melanics chosen fi'om the
same batch. Furthermore, males fi'om family I I I and, in onc case, a
wild second brood male bistortata were caged up with typical fhmales
from brood VII. Just as in the case of homozygous reccssives extracted
in the course of the experiments detailed in Section II nothing but
types (16 ~ ~ and 3~ o~o~) were obtained, and the same holds good with
the back cross with T. bistortata where the results are 32 ~ ~ and 33~o~.
Here again we sce nothing antagonistic to Mendelian anticipations.
Widely opposed to this was the evidcnce submitted by the other
two crosses. In the second cross (family IX), where //1 heterozygous
melanic insects were matcd togcther, so chaotic were thc F. imagincs
(22~ ~ and 39~o~) in appearance, and so wide was their range of
variation that neither description (except as individuals !) nor classification of the imagines scems possiblc. In addition to this, an F3 gcncration
bred fl'om these nondescripts simply reproduced the parental condition
and equally defied classification. Strangely enough, carefld study of
the exact tendencies of these broods suggests that they lean most
strongly to paleness; captured wild amongst first brood T. bistortata very
little attention would be attracted by their patterns.
Nor are matters greatly improved with the other cross (family X) of
parentagc (crepuscularia ~ x bistortata c~) f~ x (bistortata ~ x crepuscularia delamerensis o~) o~ which gave rise to 21 ~ ~ and 57 o~c~. Of
these the following is an attempted classification on a colour basis :
(a) One male was as dark as its male parent.
(b) Eight (all males), varying amongst themselves, whilst not black,
are dark enough to excitc little or no comment.
(c) Two (both femalcs) wcrc palish, but ncvcrthelcss powdered with
dark scales.
(d) Thir~y-sevcn (four males and thirty-thrce fcmalcs) werc so
variable and transitional as to baffic description. As far as their gencral
coloration is concerned, however, none transgress beyond the range of
variation shown by North Kcnt bistortata; thcy are simply scpamtcd
fl'om section (e) becausc of their variation in other rcspccts.
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(e) Thirty (sixteen fhmales and fourteen males) would be correctly
described as pale, although all were sprinkled more or less with fine
blackish powdering. One alone perhaps if insert,ed in a series of pure
T. crel)~*sctda*~ia would have passed unchallenged.
Despite this attempt to disentangle their variation, fi'om this t~mily,
as from the last, we gain the impression which entirely negatives any
occurrence of segregation on Mendelian lines in the gametogenesis of
both sets of F~ hybrids. A fill examination of the possible causes of
this failure and of other results of these experiments will be found in
the general discussion below.
Before this is undertaken one fiu'ther and extremely interesting fact
tntlst be chronicled. In families VII and X, and in one ~ obtained fi'om
a crossing between ordinary typos of T. bistortata and T. crepT,sculaTia,
parthenogenesis was observed in the case of fottr femaleg one fi'om each
of the first two broods and two fi'om the last named." Of these only the
first put us in possession of facts vital to the present research, although
only three imagines (one female and two males) were reared.
The female would not be out of place either in brood IX or in the
nondescript portion of family X. On the contrary, one of the males
resembles the blackest forms bred, whilst the second is a beautifld insect
of form not previously encountered. Probably it ought to be deselqbed
as pale, as its ground colour is white, heavily " peppered," and shadexl
with dove grey scales, the shadings becoming more intense terminally.
On both anterior and posterior wings it exhibits a strengthening of the
median black line, but all of the other transvm~se lines, in addition to
the usual white subterminal band or line, are obsolete. It strongly
reminds one of some of the caesious species of the genus Gnophos in all
of its characteristics.
IV.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS.

We have discovered a ease in which one and the same unit char~ter
displays inheritance in absolute conformity with Mendelian conceptions
at one time, yet at another behaves so aberrantly as to suggest the
woddngs of a scheme of inheritance fundamentally different fi'om the
former, the character in question being introduced by insects fl'om
the same brood. Let us, however, be carefld to explain that the pheI And later in a female of par0ntage (crepu~'cularla ~ x bistortata ~) ~ x (bistortata 9-

x crcpl~scularia ~) C~"
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nomena observed in the last-named experiments were not those of
ol~linary blending inheritance. Not only was there apparent dilution to
varying extents of a proved unit character, but in addition the fluctuations obtained were so.chaoi~ic and ila'egular as to indicate the action of
some disturbing influence dislocatiug to a profound extent the mechanism
of Mendelian heredity as well as of that permitting a blend. In the
original set of exlmriments we were dealing with crosses between
different varieties of the same species, whereas in the latter the crossings
were intempecific; for the inciting agents in the disturbance, therefore,
we have to look to circumstances arising out of the specific distinctness
of the insects used in the second series of experiments.
Although not concerned with lnelanism, many other workel~, when
working with species- and race-crosses, have met with irregularities
more or less parallel with mine. For instance, both Bonhote and the
two Hagedoorns, describing their hybridisation experiments with Mus
rattus, M. alexandrinus, and M. tectorum, mention rats (waltzers and
the like), departing widely fi'om the normal, as appearing in their F~
cu]tures. Neither of these two investigators are I~repared to grant that
their animals are nmtants in the genetical sense of the wotxt. Although
their views are possibly con'ect, for my part I feel sure that, no matter
how induced, their origin, as well as that of my aberrant moths, must
be assigned to causes precisely the same as those giving rise to mutations.
From this it seems hardly necessary to state that fi'om their filrther
exphmations I emphatically dissent. In the opinion of the Hagedoorns
we have to look to the joint action of two recessive a charactem whose
cooperation was impossible until the chance rearrangement of factors
brought about by segregation in F~ gametogenesis and their union in
the F~ zygotes ensured it.
Bonhote, on the o~her hand, pemeives the origin of the new characters
in a new environmental complex diminishing the initial vigour of the
animals he used.
Not essentially different fi'om these results, and perhaps not so
striking although more in harmony with mine, are those of Sumner,
who worked with local races of the Californian Deermouse (Peromyscus
mani~ulatus). In the F.~ generation of hybrids between Peromys~us
maniaulatus sonoriensis and P. manivulatus rubidus he obtained what
he terms "partial" albinos; these he regards as almost certainly true
mutants, whose inception must be ascribed to the loss of a gene during
i I m i g h t agree with t h i s if t h e i r " r e e e s s i v o " c h a r a c t e r s be r e g a r d e d as e q m v a l e n t tr)
"abflel2.ee~ '~ ]
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the hybridisation of such diverse strains. Incidentally, in expressing
this opinion, he refel~ to tile Hagedoorns' work, and makes tile definite
assertion that one must no~ assmne that their novelties would always be
generated by crossing "mimals of the same l'acia} composition. Had tile
observed results been confined solely to {;he Hagedoorns' experiments in
America, such a eriI~icism perhaps woukl have been completely justified,
but when we recogmise I;hat the same types of" animals were obtained
quil;e independently by Bonhote in England, in hybrids of like composition, the conclusion is irresist~ibie thai, t~he same disturbing cause
has sufficed in ~wo perfectly distinct instances to produce the s a m e
effect,.

Combined with mine, tile evidence yielded by all these crosses tends
to demonstrate tha~ in interspecific and interracial hybrids novel forms,
differing it~ is true in dega'ee, but nevertheless quite new, are liable to
develop. Moreover, judging from their unusual nature, ~hey are no~ the
products of ordinary gametic segregation and recombination ; their exact
origin therefore remains to be discovered.
Most geneticists, although not assenting i n toto to Morgan's statement that now " the problem of heredity has been solved"~, seem in
substantial agreement that it is tile chromosome complex upon which
the actual mechanism of heredity and development depends. Admitting
the validity of this view, it appears certain that should any alteration
take place in the normal chromosomal distribution, either by the ilTegnlar
removal or displacement of the part or whole of :my chromosome or
chromosomes, sneh a dislocation must tend to the origination of organisms
of an aberrant type. And, fortunately enough, cytological investigation
has revealed tile presence of such abnormalities of chromosome behaviom'
in the gametogenesis of interspecifie and interracial hybrids. In particular
they have repeatedly been detected by Federley, Doneaster, and myself
in hybrid Lepidoptera.
Amongst tile insects in which I have observed t;he ocem'renee"-a,'e
the very Tephrosias we are discussing. In the gametogenesis of their
hyb,~ds many vagaries in behaviour a,'e encountered; of'ten enongh, in
Lhe normal pairing of ~he chromosomes in preparation tbr the matm'atioh divisions, many chromosomes fitil Iio find mates, so that in tile
subsequent separat;ion, although tile individual naembers of those paired
eon'eetly p,'oceed as nst, al to the opposite poles (d' the spindle, in otihe,'
1 I . e . by granting f;llat the material basis of heredity is locai, ed in the clu'omosome.~.
: The finest extrmples I have semi of such mitotic dislocations were in certain hyb,'ids

of tim genus Rosa.
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cases whole chromosomes are lost in the cytoplasm, others pass undivided
to one pole, othem divide regularly or irregularly, and so on. Thus the
gametes finally developed are endowed with varying chromosome complements. Clearly enough the gametes produced by the fusion of such
g~metes will also possess abnormal chromosome combinations, so that
on the completion of development the insects bred ought, ~ just urged,
to be of novel guise.
How does that help to explain the present series of facts .~ If in the
gametogenesis of the F 1 bistortata-crepuscuh~ria hybrids the chromosome carrying the gene for melanism finds its homologue, and this pair
of chromosomes follow the usual course of division with genes uncontaminated, or should it in default of finding a mate pass undivided to
one pole, then in either case ordinary Mendelian ratios should obtain
amongst the F~ insects. Such ratios did not manifest themselves, so we
are driven to consider further explanations.
Giving due weight to the cytological facts, the following possibilities
lie open :
(1) that the chromosome in which the factor for melanism lies is
amongst the number of those which, during the fi1~t maturation division,
split equationally, which in turn demands the probability that the chromosome homologous to it should do likewise;
(2) that it divides into unequal portions;
(3) that the homologous chromosomes pair as in the gametogenesis
of a pure species, but that whilst they are united a levelling up o,"
averaging of the values of their component determiners ensues; this
would necessitate, on separation, the production of hosts of gametes
with varying powers so far as the induction of melanism is concerned,
their variation in this respect depending on the degree of completeness
of the blend ;
(4~) that the chromosome carl~ding the gene for melanism is lost in
the cytoplasm during the later stages of division.
Distinct as they would seem to the first glance, possibilities (1) and
(2) are not different in effect unless one is prepared to grant that a
mere mechanical division is'able to fractionise the determiner for a given
Mendelian character. If it is not possible so to break it into smaller
fl-actions then, since it must proceed during cell division one of two ways
unaltered, no departure from Mendelian expectation should result. For
these reasons this possibility must be dismissed. In any case, even if it
were possible to split a gene, then the resulting broods should have
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been predominatingly melanie, which is diametrically opposed to their
actual condition.
Similarly the fom'th supposition, although almost certainly the correct
explanation of the more extraordinary of the Hagedoorns' and Bonhote's
rats, appears in itself inadequate to account for every peculiarity of my
$~ and $~ broods, although doubtless to its action one must assign the
overweighting of the paler classes and the weird designs of some of
the insects. Therefore we must fall back on the third consideration to
account for the bnlk of the facts. In my opinion, this contamination of
the gametes, or, to pnt it bluntly, the inconstancy during crossing" of a
character demonstrated by other and intr~pecific experiments to behave
as a unit character, operating in conjunction with the circumstances
refen-ed to in (4~), affords the only satisfactory interpretation of the
experimental data. To the same effect, and powerfully supporting the
views just enunciated, is the evidence supplied by the imperfect segregation observed in the imagines developed parthenogenetically from the
heterozygous $] melanic female. One warning must be given ; all this
necessarily demands that in species- and race-hybrids this gametic
blending or contamination is more prone to occur than in crosses
between varieties of the same species. That being so, the occurrence
must be intimately connected with the inability of the chromosomes to
play their normal parts owing to partial or total incompatibility.
Now if changes in gametic values such as described be deemed
proved--and I see no other possible explanation when due regard is
given to the perfect Mendelian behaviour of the melanism in the mating
of T. crepuscularia with its black form dela~zerens{s--one must be
prepared to admit the truth of Castle's contention, backed up by the
evidence provided by his researches into the genetics of hooded rats
and English rabbits, that unit characters are inconstant and therefore
capable of response to selection. Even if they are but slight, physiological
divergencies of low grade, but of the same type as those distinctive of
recognised species and races, must exist between individuals of the same
species. No matter how unimportant, if of the same order, these differences mnst have similar effects, and thns determine a change in what is
customarily reckoned a unit cha~-acter, just as Castle insisted.
At any rate, granting that a definite change in a unit character, melanism to wit, has not been proved absolutely within the bounds of a
species, it must, nevertheless, be admitted that conclnsive proofs have
been snpplied that the given character has been modified dnring an
interspecific cross. If this is so, it seems a very minor extension of our
Journ. of Gem x
6
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deduction's fi'om the experimental evidence to assert that changes in
the same direction are assuredly possible at other times no matter how
induced, be it by crossing or otherwise.
Had the indications of my bistortata-crepuscularia hybrids stood
alone, to the Nee-Mendelian they would simply have afforded a further
illustration of the truth of Nilsson-Ehle's hypothesis of cumulative
factors. He would have triumphantly pointed out the uniformity of
the 1/'1 lots and the great spread of variation in the F.. imagines and
heralded them as proof positive of his theory, so beautifully do they
harmonise with it. To him the sole import of the experiment would
have been to demonstrate that melanism, far fi'o,n depending on a single
factor, arises through the cumulative action of many.
However, its behaviour in the int,'aspecific crosses confutes this
emphatically; then it comports itself without any shadow of doubt
as a unit character. This effectively removes the power fi'om the
same far-fetched (although logical fl'om the Nee-Mendelian standpoint)
counter-a,'gument considered so destructive in the analogous case of
Castle's rats. Hoodedness, we were informed, in that case simulated
a unit character merely because coexistent with it was a definite
"character" without which its manifestation was impossible. Its appearance thus being interdependent on the effect of this single suppositious "prompter," its behaviour must be that of a unit character.
Once it was pel~itted to appear the play of vazTing numbem of multiple
factors would admit of variation in the degree of hoodedness, and therefore render possible selection in respect to the character.
No such "prompter" can be dragged in to entangle my results in
the web of the multiple factor theory. The disparity between the
euormous fluctuation of the melanism, even to its actual disappearance,
in the F2 ~'repuscularia-bistortata hybrids, and the uniformity of the
melanics in the F. crepuscularia-delamerensis mongrels is too striking
to allow it. The only feasible scheme capable of accounting for the
facts is to declare that species-hyb,'idisation has modified permanently
a unit factor for melanism and has vez~/ possibly been responsible in
certain cases for its loss.
Simply invaluable in furnishing further proof of this is the condition of the insects bred parthel~ogenetically fi'om the F~ crepusvulariabistortata melanic female. Here one of the insects transgressed the
degree of melanism of its parents (and even its blackish grandparent).
Had this happened with zygotes produced by normal fertilisation, its
existence would have unhesitatingly been assigned to the presence of
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factors for melanism in both of the original parents which were piled
up in the F2 insects to an extent quite impossible in either of the pure
strains or in the FI broods.
As, however (even were the truth of that hypothesis admitted), the
parthenogenetic mMe could only at the most possess the same number of
such factor's as its parent, and very possibly actually less, the multiple
factor theory of transgression in F,., broods is not supported. With the
removal of this further prop, coupled with the destructive evidence
offered by the dissimilar results of the two sets of work just described,
it seems -to me that a very shrewd blow has been dealt to the applicability of the hypothesis to the m~itical ease of Castle's rats.
Let us now examine the matter fi'om a somewhat different angle.
Opinion 1 has been settling to the view that the differences between
species are, at bottom, chemical, and that diverse cytoplasms reacting
and interacting with diverse enzymus located in the chromatin of the
cell nucleus are responsible for opposed, specific characters. Apply this
concept to the present problem, and one readily perceives that the introduction of enzymes foreign to the cytoplasm of an egg might interfere very profoundly with the regular course of development; in our
case the intensity of the melanism might be so influenced as to suggest
a very significant departure fi'om the usual Mendelian anticipation. Two
very forceful arguments serve to destroy this idea. Fil~tly, the disturbance (if any), if due to the difference in interacting chemical substances
and to no other circumstances whatever, should be at its maximum in
the F~ generation which, as we 'know, is not correct. And secondly, since
the amounts of cytoplasm supplied by ovum and spermatozoon are so
unequal, if there were any truth in it, obvious differences should exist
between the results of reciprocal crosses between the two species. This
is not so for the two lots of insects are substantially alike ; whether the
melanism is brought in by a crepuscular'is male or female the broods
agree inasmuch as the melanism acts in the F~ lots as a simple Mendelian dominant. Only in F2 insects and those of similar origin do the
abnormalities make their presence felt, and this at a time when one
would have anticipated that cytoplasmic values, chemically speaking,
would have attained their mean.
From" this position only one logical path of escape lies open, and
that is to admit that during the progress of hybrid development the
enzyme responsible for melanism, whether by stcreoisomerism and the
i Ileichart h a s admirably summarised the facts concerning the chemical distinctness of
species, etc. in ScieT~ce, Nov. 6, 1914.
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like, or by some trivial alterations in the constitution of its sideehains,
has been so changed as to initiate different reactions in the building
up of the F~ insects--a conclusion differing in terms but essentially
the same in effect as that deduced from other considerations. Again
it simply amounts to stating that, in crosses, the genes or determiners
for unit characters are liable to undergo modification.
To sum up, the results of our research are as follows:
(1) In crosses within the limits of the species Tephrosia c,;epuscularia the inheritance of melanism proceeds on ordinary Mendelian lines;
this is in complete agreement with the work of Onslow and myself in
Tephrosia consonaria and Boarmia conso~aria.
(2) This character in interspecific crosses between Tephrosia crepusc~da~ia and T. bistortata behaves in a vastly different fashion.
(3) From the indications of the last set of experiments one can only
conclude that unit characters may be changed during such crosses.
(4) I f the last statement be true (and there appeal~ no alternative
to admitting its truth), then the possibility of modifying such characters
by other agents cannot bc excluded.
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